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 Kart Racing Pro is still in development with new features to come in the future.The demo version of Kart Racing Pro is
available as a free download, but the full version has been released under a GNU GPL licence. The demo version allows you to
race without a licence. The demo version contains 3 tracks with different difficulty levels. Features Kart Racing Pro includes 3
official kart tracks (Mykonic, CRP and Opelstrecken), kart classes, sound effects, 2 different game modes, different types of

AI and all the most popular racing drivers as a selection of playable characters, tracks, cars and liveries. Game modes:
Championship mode with 16 individual races and race time limit, Grand Prix mode with a career ladder system, Practice mode
with simulated pit stops, Quick race mode, the practice mode has 4 difficulty settings. AI: With a very customizable AI system,

Kart Racing Pro offers different "brains" to play the game in. The A.I.'s features are similar to what you would find in
Codemasters' F1 series. The game is able to simulate "real life situations" and includes parameters to adjust the AI for different
drivers. Physics: Kart Racing Pro makes a great effort to deliver a physics simulation and make the whole game feel authentic.

The steering of the karts is realistically modeled, the physics engine supports a high number of cars. The cars themselves feature
a realistic physics simulation with different performance levels. Driver editor: The user is able to customize his/her driver. You

can change the driver's look, driver's kits, chassis, liveries, setups and much more. You can also control the AI's behavior of
your driver, if you choose to. UI: Kart Racing Pro has a user-friendly interface and is highly customizable. It is possible to

adjust all the aspects of the interface. The UI is designed for kartists to be easy to handle and to avoid any discomfort. The UI
features three different pages, one for editing the driver, the second for selecting the tracks, cars, liveries and the last one for

adjusting different aspects of the game. Terrain editor: The terrain editor is very useful. It allows users to create new race
courses. Also, the terrain editor has basic options for editing the courses. Development and release Kart Racing Pro is being

developed by KART Racing Pro GmbH, a small team located in Berlin. Kart Racing Pro has been 520fdb1ae7
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